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and in demons - the proof of this being that judges ceased to try
witches, and the clergy ceased the practice of exorcizing those
possessed by evil spirits.
flNFLUENCE    OF   THE   NEW    IDEAS    ON   THE
PHILOSOPHERS   IN   FRANCE
Opposition to the traditional religion had made its appearance
in France too, among the esprits forts (sceptics) and had pro-
bably prepared the ground for a religious revolution. But it had
been able to produce its effect only in secret, in a very narrow
circle of privileged persons. In England the new ideas were able
to find free expression, and it was from thence that the philosophes
Voltaire and Montesquieu derived the formulas of religious
toleration and political liberty that they propagated in France.
The Encydoptdie, too, edited by Diderot, was originally no more
than an adaptation of an English work. The term 'natural
religion' came from England, and the name libre penseur is ob-
viously the French rendering of the English Tree-thinker*. It was
on the English model, too, that lodges of Freemasons (francs-
ma$ons) were founded, which introduced deism and the cult of
humanity into France.
This movement, which had religion as its starting-point, spread
to other departments of social life. Since morality adopted as its
principle the happiness of all men, its logical consequence came
to be the duty of 'doing good' to mankind; Christian charity
was replaced by human beneficence. Humane conduct became
a duty.
The primacy conceded to reason over faith diverted men's
minds from religion and directed them towards science; reason
became the fashion even among ladies and took the place of piety.
The French philosopher abandoned metaphysics, which had been
the domain of the masters of philosophy in the seventeenth century,
and applied the method of observation to social phenomena. The
traditional subtlety of the French mind, which had been such an
advantage to the 'moralist' of the seventeenth century in what
was called the 'study of the human heart9, was applied by
the philosopkes to social and political philosophy. Making a
detailed analysis of the example of England, they pointed out
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